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This book provides a mediocre analysis of what is wrong with drug prices, and presents a solution

that is probably a nontrivial improvement on the status quo, but isn't the most thoughtful solution I've

seen.The most important complaint of the book boils down to the fact that knowledge about drug

safety and effectiveness is a public good, and the current method of rewarding drug companies for

producing that knowledge is mediocre (although the book presents it less clearly than that and

seems as interested in blaming drug companies' lack of altruism as it is in analyzing the

incentives).For example, it is sometimes possible to identify biomarkers which indicate that a drug

will be ineffective in a patient, but that would often reduce sales of the drug.They complain that the

current focus on producing a few very profitable drugs is an obstacle to creating personalized

treatments. But they do little more than imply that drug companies are misjudging the available

opportunities, without presenting any clear evidence that the authors' have better judgment about

what's feasible.Their proposed changes to the drug industry involve separating drug development

and drug marketing/manufacturing into two different sets of companies, and using a combination of

subsidies and contractual price controls (negotiated by a government sponsored nonprofit) to lower

the prices of drugs.They didn't convince me that splitting drug companies will produce any

significant benefits, although I also don't see it producing harm.The subsidies and price controls are

likely to help mitigate some of the problems created by the patent system. Their attempts to show

that this solution is better than Kremer's patent buyout proposal suggest they don't understand how

much harm patent monopolies cause.

After almost 25 years in the pharmaceutical industry that consisted of numerous positions in the

selling, marketing, and development of legal drugs, I consider myself a bit of an expert on the drug

trade and its "descent into madness." I was working for a top five player when I decided to become

a stay home mom for 4 kids. (and coincidently, I am now really broke..the money I made was in a

word...nnnice!) The main reason for my exodus was the massive changes in the industry that I had

excitedly jumped into post college in 1984. Big Pharma has become what I refer to in passing as



"Death Star 2".The authors have done a stellar job in recapping the history of pharmaceuticals and

its role in the medical industry. (As an aside, I am a voracious and varied reader and loved the

quotes preceding each chapter!) I honestly believe America should rightly consider this industry a

pillar of innovation and life saving products. However, as the book points out, the path to Oz gets

very complex when the Emerald City becomes driven by extremely wealthy CEO's and profit

demanding investors.I found the chapters on drug development and the clinical implications

especially compelling. The vast changes in how drugs get to market over the last 15 years are

accurately detailed in a readable and entertaining format. The problems inherent in the new system

are accurately summarized. University and teaching institutions were once the main players in the

clinical trial process. By opening up the gates to profit driven physician practices and other sites that

were purely in it for the bucks the industry gave them to enroll patients, the science became tainted

and the results were skewed in order to sell more drugs.

The purpose of the book was to introduce a proposal for the restructuring of the American

pharmaceutical industry. The authors identify two major problems with the US market for

medicine.They acknowledge that most of the world's new medicine has been discovered and

continues to be discovered in American labs, and that this is a tribute to the capitalist model. The

potential rewards that make smart people work hard to cure illness are to a great extent financial.

But the authors believe that we have arrived at the end of the road on two fronts. First, the costs of

new medicines is now so high that normal Americans and the US government will struggle to pay for

them going forward. Second, we are not discovering new medicines at the rate at which this used to

occur.The reason for this, according to the authors, is that the pharmaceutical giants pursue

blockbusters, which is what makes sense for them financially. Blockbusters are drugs that don't

eliminate an illness, but rather treat a condition forever and ever, and for as wide a population as

possible. Like drugs that control the cholesterol in your blood for the rest of your life, for instance.

This analysis sounds logical; if that's what works for Hollywood (which has exactly the same

business model) it probably works for large pharma too. But of course there is a human angle here.

Hollywood is entitled to do as it pleases, because it does not handle matters of life, death, illness

and cure. On the other hand, medicine is not an indulgence.Here's what they don't like with the

blockbuster model:1.
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